
STATION

1
Look at the sign by the entrance.  What time does the park close today?

Can you draw two lines to make three triangles?

STATION

2 Count how many steps there are between the bench and the bin.

STATION

3 
Draw the shape of the ‘big’ stone.

How long is the blue route?

STATION

4 
Count the trees that line the path to the bridge.
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STATION

5 Draw the shape of the lake as though you were looking down from the sky.

Which Maths shapes best match the shape of the lake.

STATION

6 How many shapes can you count on the bridge fence?  

What shape is the bridge?

STATION

7 On the way to the blue bridge, can you spot the triangular  
shaped section of grass?       

Yes                                                  No  
STATION

8 What is the shape of the Blue Bridge? 

Draw the Blue Bridge as though you were looking  
down from the Sky?

How many grey rectangles make up the path on the Blue Bridge?

BONUS: Are there more little circles than squares on the bridge?

Bridge Fence

6

Blue Bridge

8



STATION

9 Draw a sketch of the shape of the beech hedge here.

STATION

10 How wide around is the trunk of the tree? 

STATION

11 After the big stone bridge, facing towards the woods,  
how many pairs of trees can you see?

STATION

12 How many cone shaped trees can you see?

How many little trees and how many big trees are there?

Little                                                  Big
    

STATION

13 How many pigs are on the gate?
 

Name / Draw the different shapes in the gate/posts.

How long is the pet farm open each day?

Beech Hedge

9

Tree and Bench

10

Pet Farm Gate

13



STATION

14 How much bigger is the biggest flower bed than the smallest flower bed?

Is the centre piece of the grass part of the garden a circle?

How did you work it out?

Look at the flower bed and write down the colour you see most.

STATION

15 What shape is the ‘Big’ stone here?

STATION

16 How many arrows can you see on the playground sign?

STATION

17 How many bits of wood make up the bench?

STATION

18 How many cylinders can you see?

Rose Garden

14

FINISHED!

Scavenger 
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Items Found it! Where

The Number 0

The Number 1

The Number 2

The Number 3

The Number 4

The Number 5

The Number 6

The Number 7

The Number 8

The Number 9

Tick off these things as you find them around the park and write down 
where you have found them. Remember to keep looking as you walk around!

Items Found it! Where

Four trees in a straight line

‘Keep Dogs on leashes’ signs       How many?

Arrows painted on the ground

An ‘n’ shaped bridge

A spiral shaped bush

A 6 sided shape

5 rising circles, a cone and a sphere all in one place.

Speed you can drive in the park.
Could Usain Bolt run faster?

3 Yellow discs and a Red Cylinder


